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Abstract. Future global mean sea level rise (SLR) will affect coastlines and estuaries in the North Sea and therefore also coastal

protection structures, unique local ecosystems and important waterways. SLR will not only raise water levels but also influence

tidal dynamics and morphodynamics, which is why the tidal flats of the Wadden Sea can grow to a certain extent with SLR.

Investigations on the effects of climate change-induced SLR and the related potential bathymetric changes inside of estuaries10

form an important basis for identifying vulnerabilities and developing appropriate adaptation strategies. To analyse the

influence of potential SLR and tidal flat elevation scenarios on the tidal dynamics in the Elbe estuary, we used a highly resolved

hydrodynamic-numerical model of the German Bight. The analysis results show increasing tidal range in the Elbe estuary

solely due to SLR. They also reveal strongly varying changes with different tidal flat growth scenarios: while tidal flat elevation

up to the mouth of the estuary can cause tidal range to decrease relative to SLR alone, tidal flat elevation in the entire estuary15

can lead to an increase in tidal range relative to SLR alone. Further analyses show how the geometric parameters of the Elbe

estuary are changing due to SLR and tidal flat elevation. We discuss how these changes in estuarine geometry can provide an

explanation for the changes in tidal range.

1 Introduction

Future global mean sea level rise (SLR) as it is projected for this century (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021), will not only raise water20

levels in the German Bight, but will also affect, for example, tidal dynamics (e.g. tidal amplitude and tidal asymmetry) in

several ways (Jordan et al., 2021; Wachler et al., 2020). In particular, low-lying coastal areas such as the German Bight and

the adjacent estuaries are vulnerable to changes due to SLR. Located in the North Sea, the German Bight includes a large part

of the Wadden Sea World Natural Heritage Site. The Wadden Sea is a geologically and ecologically unique region, which is

structured into several tidal basins with barrier islands, tidal channels and intertidal areas (Kloepper et al., 2017). As a result25

of tidal flat morphodynamics (Friedrichs, 2011), SLR will not only influence the tidal dynamics but also the bathymetry in the

German Bight. Changes in tidal dynamics affect net sediment transport and therefore bathymetry, which in turn influences

tidal dynamics. As the hydrodynamic forces and the coastal profile are interdependent, they strive for a morphodynamic

equilibrium in theory (Friedrichs, 2011). Investigations show that in the recent past (1998-2016) most intertidal flats in the
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German Bight have been vertically growing at higher rates than the observed mean SLR (Benninghoff and Winter, 2019).30

However, in view of the future acceleration of SLR (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021), it is difficult to quantify to what extent tidal flat

growth can keep pace with SLR, and it is questionable, whether the present equilibrium between hydrodynamics and

morphodynamis will be maintained in the future. Several studies found that tidal flats can potentially grow with SLR if sediment

availability is sufficient, but cannot keep pace with future high SLR scenarios (Becherer et al., 2018, van der Wegen, 2013,

Dissanayake, 2012). A precise prediction of the future morphologic development of the Wadden Sea is difficult as it does not35

only depend on the rate of SLR but also on several other factors (e.g. vertical sediment structure, sediment availability and

potentially changing meteorology). Furthermore, long-term numerical simulations of morphodynamic processes are

challenging, because complex small-scale processes need to be parameterised and the spatial resolution of morphodynamic

simulations is limited by computing power.

Potential tidal flat growth should be considered when studying SLR scenarios, as it strongly affects the tidal dynamics in the40

Wadden Sea (Wachler et al., 2020; Jordan et al., 2021). SLR in the German Bight will cause an increase in tidal prism relative

to channel cross-sectional flow area in the tidal basins and current velocity in the channels will increase as a result. This effect

is counteracted by tidal flat elevation (Wachler et al., 2020). SLR can also cause a shift of the amphidromic point in the German

Bight in eastward direction, which is counteracted by tidal flat elevation as well (Jordan et al., 2021). As a result of the changes

in amphidromes and current velocities, the combined effect of tidal flat elevation and SLR causes an increase in M2 amplitude45

in the German Bight relative to SLR alone (Jordan et al., 2021).

One of the main estuaries in the German Bight is the Elbe estuary (Figure 1), which contains the port of Hamburg and is

therefore an important shipping route. The Elbe estuary is the part of the Elbe river that extends from the weir in Geesthacht

to the North Sea (Figure 5). The weir in Geesthacht is the artificial tidal barrier of the estuary. An artificially deepened fairway

is maintained from the port of Hamburg to the North Sea to enable the passage of large container ships. The Elbe estuary is a50

system subject to strong anthropogenic influence (e.g. dikes and fairway deepening). While the tidal range in Cuxhaven, in the

mouth of the estuary remained relatively constant at around 3 m over the last 100 years, the tidal range in St. Pauli close to the

port of Hamburg increased (Boehlich and Strotmann, 2019). Nowadays, the Elbe estuary is an amplified estuary where the

tidal amplitude increases in upstream direction and reaches its maximum close to the port of Hamburg. Further upstream,

where the water depth decreases and river discharge becomes more relevant, the tide is damped and tidal amplitude decreases.55

The future of the Elbe estuary depends not only on anthropogenic measures implemented on site but also in particular on SLR

and its implications. SLR and (resulting) topographic changes will alter estuarine geometry and thus influence the tidal wave

propagating into the estuary, which is generally modified by amplification, damping, reflection and distortion. The term

“estuarine geometry” denotes the form of the intersection of estuarine bathymetry with characteristic local parameters of the

tide. SLR will not only simply raise water levels in estuaries; it can also cause changes in water level variations.60
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Higher water levels can help deep-draught vessels navigate the estuary fairway, but at the same time can hinder the passage of

ships beneath bridges due to reduced clearance. Changes in low tide levels can lead to difficulties in drainage into the estuary

and can therefore impact agriculture in the hinterland, navigation in connected channels and tributaries, and urban drainage

systems (Khojasteh et al., 2021). Moreover, changes in water level and variations of water levels (low tide and high tide levels)

are relevant for the dimensioning of waterfront structures and other hydraulic structures in estuaries (HTG, 2020). In addition,65

changes in water level and tidal range can affect the inundation time of the intertidal area and can change the location and

extension of the intertidal area. This in turn can impact biodiversity and agriculture. Other possible SLR-induced changes in

tidal dynamics, besides an increase or decrease in tidal range, are changes in current velocities and tidal asymmetry and,

therefore, e.g. enhanced flood dominance, which can result in more sediment import. A larger tidal range and stronger tidal

asymmetry can cause fine sediments to be pumped into the estuary, which can reduce hydraulic drag. This can in turn lead to70

an increase in tidal amplification eventually resulting in a hyper-turbid state (Winterwerp and Wang, 2013). Such developments

in sediment dynamics can impact biodiversity and create economic challenges as a result of the siltation of navigation channels.

Another possible consequence of SLR is increased saltwater intrusion into estuaries because of larger tidal prisms and water

depths, with an effect on e.g. ecosystems, aquifers and agriculture (Khojasteh et al., 2021). Understanding the future evolution

of tidal dynamics due to SLR in heavily utilized estuaries such as the Elbe estuary is therefore important for the development75

of adaptation measures, e.g. for navigation, port infrastructure and sediment management in the estuary, as well as water

management in the hinterland.

Several model-based methods are available to address these questions. Analytical studies have examined the behaviour of tides

in estuaries for many decades (Winterwerp and Wang, 2013). Several studies (e.g. Jay, 1991; Friedrichs and Aubrey, 1994;

Savenije et al., 2008; Friedrichs, 2010; van Rijn, 2011) developed, discussed and applied analytical solutions to estimate tidal80

wave propagation in estuaries by simplifying estuarine geometry and the basic equations. They developed scaling parameters

to describe the systems, while still including the important effects of intertidal area and channel convergence. In these analytical

studies, simplified geometric properties of the studied estuaries are considered by the use of several characteristic parameters.

However, accurate computation of time-dependant water levels and current velocities requires the application of advanced

numerical models that are capable of considering various driving forces and their interactions with accurate concepts of energy85

exchange and a precise implementation of estuarine shape (Khojasteh et al., 2021). The importance of an accurate

representation of the bathymetry of shallow coastal systems in numerical models is pointed out by Holleman and Stacey (2014)

and Rasquin et al. (2020). Rasquin et al. (2020) found that insufficient bathymetric resolution may lead to overestimation of

the tidal amplitude increase in the German Bight. A study by Seiffert and Hesser (2014) investigating the effect of SLR on the

tidal dynamics in the Elbe estuary shows that SLR causes the tidal range in the Elbe estuary to increase. However, this study90

does not consider the potential vertical growth of tidal flats with SLR. Even if the future morphologic development of the tidal

flats in the German Bight and the Elbe estuary is difficult to predict, potential topographic changes might have a considerable

impact on tidal dynamics and should not be neglected. A drawback of advanced numerical models, besides the computational
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time and resources required, is the loss of simplicity, and hence transparency. Therefore, extensive analysis of the simulation

results is necessary to gain system understanding and provide an insight how certain parameters affect others. For this purpose,95

it can be useful to analyse simplified geometric parameters, which were originally developed in the context of analytical estuary

models.

In this study, potential future SLR and tidal flat growth scenarios are simulated using a hydrodynamic-numerical model. The

two issues we want to address in this study are the following: 1. What is the influence of potential future SLR and tidal flat

growth scenarios on the tidal range along the Elbe estuary? 2. How can these changes be explained by changes in estuarine100

geometry? The general aim of this study is to gain a better understanding of the possible effects of potential SLR and tidal flat

growth scenarios in the Elbe estuary.

Tidal range is the double of tidal amplitude and the difference between tidal high water and tidal low water. It is an integral

part of the energy flux of a propagating tidal wave. As mentioned before, it is a parameter that has an influence on navigation

in the estuary and drainage into the estuary, as well as on the dimensioning of bank structures. Moreover, the tidal range in an105

estuary is closely linked with tidal current velocity, mixing, circulation, sediment transport, water quality and ecosystem

communities (Khojasteh et al., 2021). We therefore focus on this parameter as it is a highly reliable result of hydrodynamic

numerical simulations compared to other parameters mentioned.To find explanatory approaches for the changes in tidal range

simulated by our hydrodynamic-numerical model, we analyse three parameters of estuarine geometry: mean hydraulic depth,

convergence of cross-sectional flow area and relative intertidal area. These geometric parameters, which describe the shape of110

the estuary in a simplified way, are (equally or in similar form) known from previously mentioned analytical models.

The subsequent Sect. 2 describes the applied methods. It includes a short description of the model and the simulated scenarios.

The analysed geometric parameters of the estuary and their potential influence on tidal range are shortly discussed in this

section. In Sect. 3 the results of the analysed tidal and geometric parameters for some of the examined scenarios are illustrated

and outlined. The possible reasons for the detected changes in estuarine geometry and the potential role of a changing geometry115

in the alteration of tidal range in the estuary are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 summarises the main findings of this

study and their relevance and suggests questions that should be investigated in future studies.

2 Theory and methods

2.1 Model setup

For this study the three-dimensional hydrodynamic numerical model UnTRIM² (Casulli, 2009) is used, which solves the three-120

dimensional-shallow water equations and the three-dimensional transport equation for e.g. salt, suspended sediment and heat

on an orthogonal unstructured grid (Casulli and Walters, 2000). A special feature of UnTRIM² compared to its predecessor

UnTRIM is the subgrid technology, which allows a high resolution of the topography independently of the computational grid
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(Casulli, 2009). The computational grid cells can be wet, partially wet, or dry, allowing a precise mass balance and realistic

wetting and drying (Sehili et al., 2014), which is important for a realistic representation of the large intertidal areas in the125

German Bight. The variation of the surface drag coefficient with wind speed is parametrised according to Smith and Banke

(1975). The generation of wind waves as well as sediment and heat transport are not calculated in the model setup used for

this study in order to reduce computational effort.

The regional model we use is very similar to the model used by Rasquin et al. (2020). The model domain covers the German

Bight from Terschelling in the Netherlands to Hvide Sande in Denmark including the estuaries of the Elbe, Weser and Ems130

rivers with their main tributaries (Figure 1). The model boundary is defined by the dike line and thus cannot be overflowed.

The resolution of the computational grid ranges from 5 km at the open boundary to about 100 m in the coastal area and the

estuaries. In the Wadden Sea region and the estuaries a higher subgrid resolution of about 10 m to 50 m in the finest part is

used. The model has vertically fixed layers with a resolution of 1 m up to a depth of 27.5 m and a resolution of 10 m below

this depth. The topography data of the year 2010 implemented into the model were generated in the EasyGSH-DB project135

(Sievers et al., 2020).

The atmospheric forcing over the model domain (wind field at 10 m height and surface pressure) is derived from COSMO-

REA6 (Bollmeyer et al., 2015). The data are generated and made available by the Hans Ertel Centre of the University of Bonn

in cooperation with Germany's National Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD) (Bollmeyer et al., 2015).

Salinity is set to a constant value of 33 psu at the open boundary (based on BSH (2016)) and 0.4 psu (based on Bergemann140

(2009)) at the upstream boundary of the Elbe estuary.

The German Bight model is used to simulate a spring–neap cycle in July 2013 with a constant river discharge at the upstream

boundary of the Elbe estuary of 600 m³/s. The weir in Geesthacht is open in the model during the simulated period. The selected

period and discharge are chosen to estimate changes in average conditions without extreme events.

Water levels at the seaward open boundary of the German Bight model are provided by the Dutch continental shelf model145

(DCSMv6FM) (Zijl, 2014), a 2-D hydrodynamic model which covers the north-western European shelf and which is a further

development of DCSMv6 (Zijl et al., 2013; Zijl et al., 2015) (Figure 1). DCSMv6FM uses the flexible mesh technique D-Flow

FM (DFlow Flexible Mesh) (Kernkamp et al., 2011) based on the classical unstructured grid concept. At the seaward open

boundary, the DCSMv6FM model is forced by the amplitudes and phases of the 22 main diurnal and semidiurnal constituents,

which are derived by interpolation from the data set generated by the GOT00.2 global ocean tide model (Ray, 1999). Sixteen150

additional partial tides are adopted from FES2012 (Carrère et al., 2013). As for the smaller regional model, the atmospheric

forcing for DCSMv6FM is derived from COSMO-REA6 (Hans-Ertel-Centre for Weather Research; (Bollmeyer et al., 2015).

SLR is added at the open boundary of the German Bight Model, therefore SLR-induced changes in tidal dynamics seaward of

the German Bight are neglected. Ideally, SLR would be added at the boundary of the shelf model to consider changes in tidal
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dynamics in the continental shelf seaward of the German Bight Model boundary. However, this approach is not suitable in our155

case, since the resolution of the DCSMv6FM is insufficient for estimating SLR induced changes (Rasquin et al., 2020).

Figure 1: Model domain and bathymetry in m NHN (German vertical datum) of the DCSMv6FM model (a) in WGS 84 and of the
German Bight model (b) in UTM zone 32N.

Since the focus of our study is on the Elbe estuary, a brief validation of the model for this specific region is presented below.160

Further analysis of the model’s performance can be found in Rasquin et al. (2020). To compare the simulation results with

observations, we simulated seven spring–neap cycles between January and April 2013 with measured river discharge provided

by the Federal Waterways and Shipping Agency (WSV, 2022). A comparison of water levels between model results and

observations at 39 gauges in the model domain for this period reveals a mean RMSE of 16.4 cm, a mean bias of 7.3 cm and a

mean skill score after Willmott et al. (1985) of 0.993. Figure 2 shows a visual comparison between the simulation result and165

the observation of the water level at the stations of Cuxhaven (mouth of the estuary) and St. Pauli (close to the port of Hamburg)

for a short period of time. It can be seen that the phase and shape of the vertical tide are well reproduced by the model, but

tidal low water is slightly higher in the simulation results compared to the observations. A similar display for an entire spring–

neap cycle can be found in the appendix. It shows that there are no distinctive differences in performance during the different

phases of the illustrated spring–neap cycle.170
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Figure 2: Simulated (black) and observed (blue) water levels and the difference between simulation and observation (gray) at the
stations in Cuxhaven (a) and St. Pauli (b).

Figure 3 shows the mean tidal range (TR) and mean tidal mean water level (MW) along the estuary for the seven spring–neap

cycles, calculated for both the simulation results and observational data at stations along the estuary (WSV, 2022). It175

demonstrates, that the model is able to reproduce the characteristic development of TR along the Elbe estuary, with a strong

increase starting at around km 60, a maximum reached around km 115 and a decrease further upstream. As a result of the too

high tidal low water, the model underestimates TR by 10–20 cm and overestimates MW by around 10 cm. The RMSE for the

mean TR, MW, tidal high water (HW) and tidal low water (LW) for the gauges Cuxhaven, St. Pauli and the mean of 15 gauges

in the Elbe estuary is shown in Table 1.180

Figure 3: TR (a) and MW (b) above mNHN (meteres above the German datum) averaged over 7 spring–neap cycles from January
2013 to April 2013 along the Elbe estuary, calculated from observations (blue) and from simulation results (black).

Table 1: Root-mean-square error for tidal parameters of water level in the Elbe estuary

Location RMSE of TR RMSE of HW RMSE of LW RMSE of MW

Cuxhaven 15.7 cm 11.4 cm 21.4 cm 13.2 cm

St. Pauli 17.2 cm 12.9 cm 23.6 cm 17.3 cm

Mean of gauges in the estuary 16.8 cm 11.7 cm 20.9 cm 13.7 cm

185
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2.2 Simulated scenarios

To investigate the effect of SLR and potential corresponding tidal flat growth, several scenarios are simulated and analysed.

Two SLR scenarios of 55 cm and 110 cm were simulated by adding SLR at the open boundary of the German Bight model.

According to the IPCC 6th Assessment Report (AR6), mean global SLR in 2100 compared to the reference period 1995–2014

will be in the likely range between 0.43 m and 1.01 m for the intermediate- to high-emission scenarios (SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0190

and SSP5-8.5) (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). Our selected SLR scenarios are close to the median of the intermediate scenario and

close to the upper range of the high-emission scenario for 2100. Projected values for regional SLR in the south-eastern North

Sea region (Delfzijl, Cuxhaven, Esbjerg) are within a range of ±20 cm of the median of the projected global mean SLR until

2100 (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021; Garner et al., 2021).

As mentioned in the introduction, there are uncertainties and difficulties in quantifying to what extent the tidal flats in the195

German Bight will be able to keep up with future accelerated SLR. The amount of tidal flat accretion can strongly differ

between the tidal basins of the German Bight and does not only depend on future SLR acceleration and magnitude but also on

sediment availability and meteorological conditions. To gain a better understanding of the possible effects of potential SLR

and tidal flat growth in the Elbe estuary, we analyse a range of 0 %, 50 % and 100 % tidal flat growth with SLR. In these

scenarios, all tidal flat areas in the model domain are uniformly elevated by the same amount, which is a highly simplified200

assumption.
Table 2: Simulated scenarios

Scenario SLR Tidal flat elevation

ref - -

slr55 +55 cm -

slr55tf55a +55 cm +55 cm Scenario A

slr55tf55b +55 cm +55 cm Scenario B

slr110 +110 cm  -

slr110tf55a +110 cm +55 cm Scenario A

slr110tf110a +110 cm +110 cm Scenario A

slr110tf55b +110 cm +55 cm Scenario B

slr110tf110b +110 cm +110 cm Scenario B

The scenarios with tidal flat growth are further differentiated firstly by elevating the tidal flats in the German Bight and in the

mouth section of the Elbe estuary (Scenario A) and secondly by elevating the tidal flats in the German Bight, the mouth section

and also the lower section of the estuary (Scenario B) (see Figure 4). The purpose of this differentiation inside the estuary is205

to gain a better understanding of the estuarine system in the context of SLR and tidal flat elevation.

Table 2 summarises the scenarios simulated with the German Bight model. The letters ‘a’ and ‘b’ in the names stand for

Scenarios A and B, while ‘tf’ stands for ‘tidal flats’.

Figure 4: Areas of tidal flat elevation in the model domain (a)
and in the Elbe estuary for two different scenarios (b) and (c).
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2.3 Analysis of simulation results

2.3.1 Spatial decomposition and definition210

Our study area is the Elbe estuary, i.e. the tidally influenced part of the river Elbe that extends from the weir in Geesthacht to

the North Sea (Figure 5). The weir in Geesthacht is the artificial tidal barrier of the estuary. The estuary splits into two branches

that reunite close to the port of Hamburg (Figure 5). To enable the passage of large container ships travelling to Hamburg, an

artificially deepened fairway is maintained up to the port. The part of the estuary between Hamburg and the city of Brunsbüttel

includes intertidal areas, and several islands and is connected to a number of small tributaries (Figure 5). The widening mouth215

of the estuary with its large intertidal areas interfused by several smaller and larger channels is located between Brunsbüttel

and Cuxhaven.

Mean tidal parameters are analysed and visualised along the profile of the estuary. The profile is displayed in Figure 5; it starts

seaward of the mouth of the estuary and runs upstream along the fairway and the northern branch up to the weir in Geesthacht.

For the analysis of the geometric parameters, the estuary is divided into 71 control volumes (Figure 5). As the Elbe estuary220

splits into two branches, which reunite close to the port of Hamburg and enclose the island of Wilhelmsburg, this region is

contained in one relatively large control volume compared to the other control volumes. The control volumes and consequently,

the analysed geometric parameters do not cover the full length of the estuary profile, as a clear definition of the boundaries is

not possible in the outer section of the estuary. However, the tidal parameters are analysed and displayed along the entire

profile, even in the outer section. For a better comparison between the tidal parameters along the profile and the geometric225

parameters derived for the control volumes, the zero position of the x-axis in the figures showing the results along the estuary

is set at the most seaward control volume boundary of the profile. Furthermore, the estuary is roughly divided into five sections,

which are shown in Figure 5 and referred to (from west to east) as outer section, mouth section, lower section, Hamburg section

and upper section.
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230
Figure 5: Model excerpt of the Elbe estuary showing the profile along the estuary (red) and a subdivision into 5 sections (grey) and
71 control volumes (blue) that are used for the analysis of the simulation results. The yellow markers represent the following locations
from left to right: Cuxhaven, Brunsbüttel, St. Pauli (Hamburg Port) and Geesthacht.

2.3.2 Tidal and geometric parameters

The results of the hydrodynamic-numerical simulation are analysed by calculating the characteristic parameters of the vertical235

tide for the domain of the Elbe estuary. Further details about the method of the applied tidal analysis can be found in Lang

(2003) and BAW (2017). All parameters are analysed for one spring–neap cycle in July 2013, simulated with a constant

discharge of 600 m³/s. The mean tidal parameters of the spring–neap cycle are analysed and visualised along the profile of the

estuary shown in Figure 5. This study mainly focuses on the changes in mean tidal range (TR). TR is a key parameter in the

estuary for characterizing tidal dynamics, as it is closely linked to other tidal parameters (e.g. low water (LW), high water240

(HW)) which are relevant for navigation, drainage into the estuary and dimensioning of hydraulic structures.To derive

explanatory approaches for the changes in TR, the changes in the estuarine geometry are analysed. The geometric parameters

are obtained by analysing the values for the 71 control volumes/areas along the estuary shown in Figure 5. In the following

section, the three geometric parameters studied will be introduced: convergence length (𝐿𝑎), mean hydraulic depth (ℎ) and

relative intertidal area (ϙ𝑆INT). The tidal dynamics in an estuary are influenced by its geometry in several ways. As our focus245

is on TR, we shortly discuss the potential influence of these three geometric parameters on TR in an estuary.

2.3.3 Convergence length

Background
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Upstream convergence of an estuary can cause upstream amplification of tidal waves. This phenomenon is also known as

“wave shoaling” or “wave funnelling" (van Rijn, 2011). The tidal wave amplification due to the gradual change in the width250

and depth of a system can be explained with the wave energy flux equation as described in Green’s Law 1837 (van Rijn, 2011):

𝐹 = 0.125𝜌𝑔𝑏𝐻2𝑐 = 𝐸𝑐, (1)

where F is the energy flux per unit time (wave period) of a progressive sinusoidal wave being equal to E the energy of the

wave per unit length of the wave times c=(𝑔ℎ)0.5 the wave propagation celerity in shallow water. H is the tidal wave height

(tidal range), b is the width of the channel, h is the water depth, 𝜌 is the water density and g is the gravitational acceleration.255

According to Green’s Law, when the tidal wave is assumed to be a progressive sinusoidal wave in a system without reflection

and energy loss due to friction, energy flux is constant and it follows that tidal amplitude varies as b-1/2 h-1/4 with the channel

width (b) of the momentum conveying-stream and the depth (h) below mean tidal water level (Jay, 1991). In an estuary

containing a channel and tidal flats, the amplitude varies as b-1/4 bT
-1/4 h-1/4 where bT is the width at mean water level (Jay, 1991).

Based on these considerations, a gradual upstream decrease in the cross-sectional flow area A (A=hb) can cause an increase in260

tidal amplitude and therefore TR, and an increase of A can cause a decrease in TR accordingly.

Analysis of convergence length

A funnel-shaped geometry with decreasing width and depth in upstream direction is typical of most alluvial estuaries (van

Rijn, 2011). A schematic plan view of a funnel-shaped estuary is shown in Figure 6. A mathematical way to represent the

shape of an estuary, which has been used in many studies (Gisen, 2015), is an exponential function in the form of:265

𝐴 = 𝐴0𝑒
− 𝑥
𝐿𝑎  , (2)

where A is the cross-sectional-area, A0 is the cross-sectional area at x=0 (mouth of the estuary), x is the distance from the mouth

of the estuary in upstream direction along the estuary axis and 𝐿a is defined as convergence length (the distance from the

mouth at which the tangent through the point (0, A0) intersects with the x-axis) (Savenije, 2012). The parameter 𝐿a describes

the rate of the decrease in the cross-sectional area in upstream direction. When comparing the convergence length between270

different estuaries or between different scenarios of the same estuary, a smaller value of 𝐿a indicates a stronger convergence.

It should be noted that some studies use the convergence length based on width, and sometimes depth, instead of the

convergence length of cross-sectional area (A), to describe the shape of an estuary. Furthermore, several studies calculate more

than one convergence length for an entire estuary by dividing it into sections with distinct convergence lengths. However, we

calculate only one convergence length (𝐿a) for the entire estuary to analyse possible changes in convergence for the entire275

system. We analyse 𝐿a for each simulated scenario by fitting the exponential function of Eq. (2) to the data of the mean cross-

sectional flow area at the control volume boundaries along the estuary, which are derived by analysing the simulation results.

The mean cross-sectional flow area is derived by averaging the mean cross-sectional flow area of each tide over the spring–

neap cycle. The exponential function is fitted with a weighted multiple nonlinear least-square regression using the Gauss-
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Newton-algorithm. The regression is performed with the nls-toolbox of the R-project (Baty et al., 2015). A multiple regression280

is necessary to analyse whether the convergence lengths of the different scenarios are significantly differing. A weighted

regression is conducted to reduce the effect of uneven data distribution along the x-axis due to unevenly sized control volumes.

2.3.4 Mean hydraulic depth

Background

Water depth influences the propagation speed of a tidal wave c in shallow water in the form of c=(𝑔ℎ)0.5. According to the285

wave energy flux equation mentioned above (Eq. (1)), an increase in water depth can therefore increase wave propagation

speed and diminish TR, if all other parameters remain constant. However, this would be a simplified assumption as it excludes

bottom friction and other shallow water effects which become increasingly important closer to the coast where the ratio of

tidal amplitude (a) to water depth (h) increases. Energy dissipation due to work done by bed shear stress causes damping of

the wave (decrease in TR). The water depth in an estuary therefore affects the frictional damping of a tidal wave due to energy290

dissipation which scales by the cube of current velocity over depth (U3/h) (Simpson and Hunter, 1974; Garrett et al., 1978).

Therefore, a greater mean water depth in the estuary can have the effect of increasing TR by reducing frictional damping of

the tidal wave and vice versa. Furthermore, a change in mean water depth can also lead to a change in TR by pushing the

system closer to or away from resonance (Talke and Jay, 2020).

Analysis of mean hydraulic depth295

The depth over an estuary cross-section (Figure 6) can be highly variable due to deep channels and shallow intertidal areas.

The mean hydraulic depth of an estuary can be defined and calculated in several ways (Zhou et al., 2018). Many studies with

simplified models assume that the flow-conveying cross-section solely comprises the channel, excluding the intertidal area.

Mean hydraulic depth can thus be defined either including or excluding the intertidal area, which has a strong influence on the

resulting value. Two different definitions, one including intertidal area in the calculation of mean hydraulic depth (ℎt) and the300

other excluding it from the calculation (ℎc), are:

ℎt = 𝑉𝑀𝑊
𝑆𝑀𝑊

, (3)

and

ℎc = 𝑉LW
𝑆LW

+ (𝑀𝑊 − 𝐿𝑊), (4)

Where VMW, SMW, VLW and SLW are the volume (V) and the surface area (S) at mean water level (MW) and mean low water305

level (LW), respectively (see Figure 6)). We calculate the mean hydraulic depth in each control volume and section for each

scenario by using the volume and wetted surface area of the control volumes from the simulation results. Mean hydraulic depth

is calculated according to Eq. (3) for the entire cross-section (ℎt) and according to Eq. (4) for the channel part of the cross-
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section only (ℎc). The mean volume (V) and wetted surface area (S) at MW and LW are derived by averaging over the spring–

neap cycle.310

2.3.5 Relative intertidal area

Background

The intertidal area is approximately the area of the tidal flats between tidal low water (LW) and tidal high water (HW), which

is subject to wetting and drying cycles. Along-estuary transport of mass and momentum over tidal flats is often assumed to be

negligible (Friedrichs, 2010). Tidal flats mainly store water instead of transporting momentum along the estuary (Aubrey and315

Speer, 1985). Momentum is lost as water flows onto the tidal flats with rising tide and decelerates because of strong friction,

and also with falling tide, as water with zero momentum returns to the momentum carrying channel and must be accelerated

(Jay, 1991). Therefore, a loss of intertidal area causes an increase in tidal amplitudes and an enlargement of intertidal area

causes a decrease in tidal amplitude (Jay, 1991). According to Song et al. (2013), tidal flats affect the tidal energy budget by

storage and dissipation, while the former can be more significant than the latter. This means that an increase in the relative320

intertidal area (ϙ𝑆INT) can cause a decrease in TR and vice versa.

Analysis of the relative intertidal area

A tidal basin or an estuary can be roughly divided into a subtidal (SLW) and an intertidal area (SINT) (Figure 6). The intertidal

area (SINT) is defined as the difference between wetted surface area at mean high water and wetted surface area at mean low

water:325

𝑆INT = 𝑆HW − 𝑆LW, (5)

The relative intertidal area (ϙSLW) can be defined as the ratio between SINT and SHW:

ϙ𝑆INT = 𝑆INT
𝑆HW

= 𝑆HW − 𝑆LW
𝑆HW

, (6)

Different ratios are commonly used to describe the cross-sectional geometry and can often be converted into each other. They

are discussed in detail by Zhou et al. (2018). We define relative intertidal area as the ratio of intertidal area to wet surface area330

at mean high water (ϙ𝑆INT) (Eq. (6)). According to Eq. (6), we calculate the relative intertidal area for each control volume

and section for each scenario. The mean wetted surface area at HW and LW is derived from the simulation results for each

control volume and averaged over the spring–neap cycle.
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Figure 6: (a) Schematic cross-section with channel and intertidal volume, high water (HW), mean water level (MW) and low water335
(LW), tidal range (TR) and surface area at HW and LW (SHW and SLW); (b) schematic plan view of a funnel-shaped estuary.

3 Results

3.1 Tidal range along the estuary

In Figure 7, tidal range (TR) is visualised for the different simulated scenarios along the profile of the estuary. Other parameters

of the vertical tide (high water (HW), low water (LW), mean water (MW)) can be found in the appendix A (Figure A1). We340

focus on the results of the scenarios with 110 cm SLR to gain a better system understanding. The results of the scenarios with

SLR of 55 cm are not shown here in detail, but are included to determine whether the changes due to SLR are in principle

similar for a different SLR scenario. As apparent in Figure 7, the mean tidal range (TR) in the Elbe estuary increases in upstream

direction to reach a maximum in the Hamburg section and decrease subsequently. The simulation result for the scenario with

SLR of 110 cm (slr110) reveals an increased tidal range (TR) due to lower LW and higher HW relative to the applied SLR of345

110 cm. TR is increased by up to around 15 cm in the mouth section and by around 10 cm in the lower section. Upstream of

the Hamburg section the increase intensifies, mainly due to a lower LW. If tidal flats are elevated by 50 % with SLR

(slr110tf55a), no notable changes in TR are visible compared to scenario slr110. If, however, tidal flats in the German Bight

and the mouth section of the estuary are fully (100 %) elevated with SLR (slr110tf110a), TR is damped relative to scenario

slr110. In contrast, an additional elevation of the tidal flats in the entire Elbe estuary (slr110tf110b) strongly increases TR350

relative to scenario slr110, especially in the lower section.
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Figure 7: TR in m (a) and change in TR relative to reference condition in m (b) along the estuary profile analysed for a spring–neap
cycle for scenarios ref (black), slr110 (dark blue), slr110tf55a (orange), slr110tf110a (light blue), slr110tf55b (yellow), slr110tf110b
(green).355

For all scenarios, the maximum value of TR along the estuary is reached in the Hamburg section. Table 3 lists the changes in

maximum TR relative to the reference condition (maximum TR = 3.87 m) for all simulated scenarios with SLR 110 cm as well

as SLR 55 cm. Maximum TR increases by 6.5 cm for a SLR of 55 cm and by 12.5 cm for an SLR of 110 cm, which is about

11–12 % of the respective SLR. Both SLR scenarios with 100 % tidal flat elevation in Scenario A (slr55tf55a and slr110tf110a)

show an increase in maximum TR that is less than with SLR alone. In both SLR scenarios with 100 % tidal flat elevation in360

Scenario B (slr55tf55b and slr110tf110b) the increase in maximum TR is greater than in the scenarios without tidal flat

elevation.
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Table 3: Change in maximum TR relative to reference condition

Scenario SLR Tidal flat elevation Change in

maximum TR

Change in maximum TR relative

to SLR

slr55 – ref +55 cm - + 6.5 cm 11.9 %

slr55tf55a – ref +55 cm +55 cm Scenario A + 4.5 cm 8.1 %

slr55tf55b – ref +55 cm +55 cm Scenario B + 14 cm 25.5 %

slr110 – ref +110 cm - + 12.5 cm 11.4 %

Slr110tf55a – ref +110 cm +55 cm Scenario A + 11.1 cm 10.1 %

slr110tf110a – ref +110 cm +110 cm Scenario A + 3.5 cm 3.2 %

Slr110tf55b – ref +110 cm +55 cm Scenario B + 21.8 cm 19.8 %

slr110tf110b – ref +110 cm +110 cm Scenario B + 23 cm 20.9%

3.2 Changes of estuarine geometry365

3.2.1 Convergence length of cross-sectional flow area

Figure 8 shows the mean cross-sectional flow area (A) at the control-volume boundaries along the estuary. For better

readability, the results of the scenarios slr110tf55a and slr110tf55b are not shown. The depicted flow area is the mean area

through which the tidal water flux flows, averaged over one spring–neap cycle. The results show a typical upstream decrease

in A in all scenarios. As a result of SLR (scenario slr110), A increases along the estuary relative to the reference scenario.370

Elevated tidal flats in the mouth of the estuary (slr110tf110a and slr110tf55a) cause A to decrease in this section compared to

slr110. Additional elevated flats in the lower section of the Elbe estuary (slr110tf110b and slr110tf55b) slightly decrease A in

this section accordingly.
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Figure 8: Cross-sectional flow area A analysed for each control volume boundary along the estuary profile (markers) and fitted375
regression model (lines) for the scenarios ref (black), slr110 (dark blue, rhombuses), slr110tf110a (light blue, squares), slr110tf110b
(green, triangles). (The results of scenarios slr110tf55a and slr110tf55b are not shown in the figure for better readability.)

The geometric parameter of convergence length (La) is calculated by fitting an exponential function (Eq. (2)) to the data sets

(see 2.3.3). To determine whether the convergence length significantly changes between two scenarios, a multiple regression

is performed. The results of the weighted multiple nonlinear least-square regression for all scenarios compared to the reference380

condition and to slr110 are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Results of the multiple nonlinear least-square regression for the cross-sectional flow area along the estuary fitted to Eq. (2).
Results with a p-value > 0.1 are considered not significant (n.s.).

Scenario A0 in m2 p-value of A0 La in km p-value of La

ref 78.5 x 103 <0.001 46.3 <0.001

slr110 – ref +23.3 x 103 <0.001 –4.9 0.026

slr110tf110a – ref +11.4 x 103 <0.001 –0.92 (n.s.) 0.690 (n.s.)

slr110tf110b – ref +11.6 x 103 <0.001 –1.62 (n.s.) 0.475 (n.s.)

slr110tf55a – ref +18.5 x 103 <0.001 –3.56 (n.s.) 0.102 (n.s.)

slr110tf55b – ref +18.6 x 103 <0.001 –3.94 0.068

slr110 101.7 x 103 <0.001 41.4 <0.001

slr110tf110a – slr110 –11.9 x 103 <0.001 +4.0 0.070

slr110tf110b – slr110 –11.6 x 103 <0.001 +3.3 (n.s.) 0.130 (n.s.)

slr110tf55a – slr110 –4.8 x 103 (n.s.) 0.134 (n.s.) +1.3 (n.s.) 0.519 (n.s.)

slr110tf55b – slr110 –4.6 x 103 (n.s.) 0.148 (n.s.) +1.0 (n.s.) 0.642 (n.s.)

The derived convergence length (La) of the Elbe estuary for the mean cross-sectional flow area (A) of the spring–neap cycle is

46.3 km in the reference condition and 41.4 km in the scenario slr110. Depending on the p-value for the difference of La385

between two scenarios, the null hypothesis of no change in convergence length La can, or cannot be rejected. We decided to
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consider a significance level of α=0.1. For the difference between La of the scenarios slr110 and ref, the null hypothesis can

be rejected. The detected significant decrease in La indicates a stronger convergence, hence a stronger rate of decrease in A in

upstream direction due to SLR of 110 cm. The results further show that in scenario slr110tf110a convergence is significantly

weakened compared to scenario slr110, and not significantly different compared to the reference scenario. For the difference390

between the scenarios slr110tf55a and ref , we detect a significant decrease in La and hence a stronger convergence. For the

scenarios slr110tf55a and slr110tf110b , we cannot detect a significant change in La relative to the reference scenario or to

slr110. However, the results for La and their p-values (0.102 and 0.13) indicate that La for scenario slr110tf110b is larger than

for slr110 and very similar to the reference condition, while La for slr110tf55a is similar to slr110.

3.2.2 Mean hydraulic depth395

As mentioned in 2.3.4, the mean hydraulic depth for each section and for each scenario is calculated in two different ways, i.e.

including (ht) and excluding (hc) intertidal area in the calculation of hydraulic depth. The resulting mean hydraulic depth values

for the reference condition and each slr110 scenario and section are shown in Table 5. Figure 9 illustrates the relative change

in mean hydraulic depth of the scenarios slr110, slr110tf110a and slr110tf110b relative to the reference scenario (ref) for each

control volume and section.400
Table 5: Mean and and standard deviation (SD) of hydraulic depth of the entire cross-section (ht) and of the channel (hc) in the Elbe
estuary in m.

Scenario Mouth section Lower section Hamburg

section

Upper section Entire estuary

ht hc ht hc ht hc ht hc ht hc

mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD)

ref 5.7

(1.3)

8.2

(1.8)

8.8

(1.5)

10.6

(1.4)

9.6

(3.1)

10.4

(2.8)

4.7

(0.4)

5.2

(0.4)

7.0

(2.5)

9.2

(2.8)

slr110 5.7

(1.0)

7.7

(1.7)

8.7

(1.4)

10.5

(1.5)

10.2

(3.3)

11.0

(2.9)

5.1

(0.6)

5.9

(0.3)

6.9

(2.5)

9.0

(2.5)

slr110tf110a 6.3

(1.2)

8.7

(1.9)

8.7

(1.4)

10.5

(1.5)

10.2

(3.3)

11.0

(2.9)

5.1

(0.6)

6.0

(0.3)

7.4

(2.4)

9.6

(2.7)

slr110tf110b 6.4

(1.4)

8.8

(1.9)

9.6

(1.5)

11.1

(1.5)

10.2

(3.3)

11.0

(2.9)

5.1

(0.6)

6.0

(0.3)

7.7

(2.7)

9.9

(2.7)

slr110tf55a 6.0

(1.1)

8.3

(1.6)

8.7

(1.4)

10.5

(1.5)

10.2

(3.3)

11.0

(2.9)

5.1

(0.6)

6.0

(0.3)

7.2

(2.5)

9.4

(2.5)

slr110tf55b 6.0

(1.1)

8.4

(1.7)

9.1

(1.5)

10.9

(1.4)

10.2

(3.3)

11.0

(2.9)

5.1

(0.6)

6.0

(0.3)

7.3

(2.6)

9.5

(2.6)
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Figure 9: Relative change in mean hydraulic depth (ht a) and hc b)) in each control volume (markers) and each section (lines) relative405
to reference condition for scenarios slr110 (dark blue rhombuses), slr110tf110a (light blue squares), slr110tf110b (green triangles).
(The results of scenarios slr110tf55a and slr110tf55b are not shown in the figure for better readability.)

The results indicate that SLR of 110 cm (slr110) does not in general cause an increase in mean hydraulic depth along the

estuary. As shown in Figure 9, the relative change in ht and hc is strongly scattered with an increase in some control volumes

and a decrease in others. In the mouth section ht increases upstream of km 20 and decreases downstream. Averaged over the410

sections, slr110 has almost no impact on ht in the mouth section and causes it to decrease slightly in the lower section and

increase in the Hamburg section and the upper section. In the scenarios slr110tf110a and slr110tf110b , mean hydraulic depth

clearly increases in the regions where the tidal flats are elevated, and scatter is reduced in these regions. The changes in hc are

qualitatively similar to ht exept that mean hydraulic depth excluding intertidal area (hc) shows a stronger decrease solely due

to SLR in the mouth section.415

3.2.3 Mean relative intertidal area

The mean relative intertidal area (ϙ𝑆INT) in each section along the estuary is shown in Table 5 and Figure 10. Figure 10

additionally visualises the relative changes in ϙ𝑆INT compared to the reference condition. In general, the relative intertidal area

is largest in the mouth section and declines along the estuary towards the Hamburg section.
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Table 6: Mean and standard deviation (SD) of relative intertidal area ϙ𝑺𝐈𝐍𝐓 in the Elbe estuary.420

Scenario Mouth section Lower section Hamburg section Upper section Entire estuary

mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD)

ref 0.49 (0.07) 0.28 (0.13) 0.16 (0.09) 0.25 (0.10) 0.40 (0.18)

slr110 0.41 (0.07) 0.31 (0.10) 0.16 (0.09) 0.34 (0.12) 0.37 (0.15)

slr110tf110a 0.47 (0.07) 0.31 (0.13) 0.16 (0.09) 0.34 (0.12) 0.39 (0.17)

slr110tf110b 0.47 (0.07) 0.25 (0.13) 0.16 (0.09) 0.35 (0.12) 0.38 (0.17)

slr110tf55a 0.46 (0.07) 0.31 (0.10) 0.16 (0.09) 0.34 (0.12) 0.39 (0.15)

slr110tf55b 0.46 (0.07) 0.30 (0.11) 0.16 (0.09) 0.34 (0.12) 0.39 (0.15)

Figure 10: Relative intertidal area (a) and relative change in relative intertidal area (b) in each control volume (markers) and section
(lines) along the estuary for scenarios ref (black), slr110 (dark blue rhombuses), slr110tf110a (light blue squares), slr110tf110b (green
triangles). (The results of the scenarios slr110tf55a and slr110tf55b are not shown in the figure for better readability.)

The relative intertidal area ϙ𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑇 as well as the change in ϙ𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑇 strongly varies between the control volumes along the estuary.425

Due to SLR of 110 cm (slr110), ϙ𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑇 becomes smaller in the largest part of the mouth section (downstream of km 25) and

mostly increases in the lower (downstream of km 85) and upper sections. Tidal flat elevation counteracts the changes of SLR

in the sections where tidal flats are elevated (mouth section and lower section) and results in ϙ𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑇 close to the reference

scenario for these sections.
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4 Discussion430

The results show an increase in TR in the Elbe estuary because of SLR. They also reveal that tidal flat growth with SLR can

either have no effect, or can decrease or increase TR relative to the isolated effect of SLR, depending on where and to what

extent the tidal flats are elevated. Further analysis shows that the geometric parameters of the Elbe estuary change under the

combined impact of SLR and tidal flat elevation. In the following section we will discuss the changes in the estuarine geometry

and their possible causes. We will then go on to propose explanatory approaches for the changes in TR based on changes in435

geometry.

4.1 Convergence length

Our estimated value for the estuary’s convergence length (La) in the reference condition is 46.5 km. This value lies in the same

order of magnitude as the values estimated by Dronkers (2017) (42 km) and Savenije et al. (2008) (30 km) for the Elbe estuary.

Scenario slr110 results in a significant decrease in La and therefore a stronger convergence of the Elbe estuary relative to the440

reference condition. In scenario slr110tf110a upstream convergence weakens relative to slr110 , which results in an La close

to the reference condition.

A change in La is the result of differing changes in the cross-sectional area (A) along the estuary in upstream direction, which

are due to regional dissimilarity in cross-sectional geometry. As discussed in Friedrichs et al. (1990), changes in intertidal

storage capacity, cross-sectional flow area and channel width due to SLR are strongly dependent on the gradient of the estuary445

banks. The model results correspondingly show a stronger increase in the cross-sectional flow area in the mouth section of the

Elbe estuary where tidal flat areas (meaning low topographic gradient) are larger compared to other sections. It can therefore

be assumed that the stronger convergence of A as a result of SLR is due to the decrease in the the amount of relative intertidal

area further upstream in the estuary (Figure 10). This effect is sketched in Figure 11. Tidal flat elevation decreases A regionally

and seems to significantly counteract SLR-induced changes in convergence in scenario slr110tf110a, but not in the other450

scenarios.

Figure 11: Schematic of SLR in estuary cross-sections (a) with large (1) and small (2) SINT and schematic plan view of an estuary
(b). The black lines in the cross-sections show the MW for a reference scenario (dark blue) and two SLR scenarios (light blue and
light green).455
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4.2 Mean hydraulic depth

In the reference scenario we derive a mean hydraulic depth averaged over the entire estuary (up to the weir in Geesthacht) of

7.0 m for ht (including intertidal area) and 9.2 m for hc (excluding intertidal area). In comparison, Savenije et al. (2008) listed

a mean depth at MW of 7.0 m increasing to 9.0 m further upstream for the Elbe estuary, and Dronkers (2005) listed a time-

averaged channel depth of 10.0 m for the Elbe estuary. However, it is not clear how these numbers were derived.460

Our simulation results for the SLR scenarios might be unexpected and counter-intuitive since they show that SLR of 110 cm

does not in general cause an increase in mean hydraulic depth along the estuary. To the contrary, the mean hydraulic depth

shows varying changes and even a decrease in some parts of the estuary for slr110 relative to the reference scenario. These

differing changes in mean hydraulic depth along the estuary are caused by the varying topographic gradients of the control

volumes. A decrease in hc due to SLR can be explained by an effect where the shallow areas next to the previous channels465

become part of the enlarged channels (Friedrichs et al., 1990): due to an elevated LW, some of the areas next to the channel

that previously belonged to the intertidal zone can develop into subtidal areas and thus become part of the channel (Figure 12).

Because of the relatively small water depth in this new part of the channel, the hydraulic depth averaged over the channel

cross-section can decrease. Moreover, elevated HW can cause the shallow previously supratidal areas to become intertidal

areas (see Figure 12), which exlaines the decrease in ht. However, if tidal flats are elevated with SLR in the model, this results470

in a regional increase in mean hydraulic depth relative to slr110 and relative to the reference condition in the Elbe estuary.

Tidal flat elevation counteracts the abovementioned effect where shallow areas become part of the subtidal and intertidal cross-

sections and this overall results in a greater mean hydraulic depth due to SLR in these scenarios.

4.3 Relative intertidal area

For the reference condition we analyse a mean ϙ𝑆INT of 0.4 for the entire estuary, which is slightly lower than the value of 0.5475

derived by Dronkers (2005) for the Elbe estuary and in the range of 0.412 to 0 (decreasing in upstream direction) given by

Savenije et al. (2008). Note that Dronkers (2005) and Savenije et al. (2008) used a different form (ratio of width at HW to

width at LW) and that these numbers are converted for comparability.

According to our simulation results, SLR of 110 cm causes regionally strongly widely scattered changes in ϙ𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑇 along the

estuary with a decrease in some control volumes and an increase in others. Tidal flat elevation counteracts these changes480

regionally. The varying changes along the estuary can be explained by the differing topographic gradients. In general, SLR can

either cause an increase or decrease in SINT, or it causes no change at all, depending on the local topographic gradient above

LW and a potential change in TR (see Figure 12). An increase in SINT can result from previously supratidal areas (above old

HW) becoming part of the SINT due to SLR (Dronkers, 2005) and/or it can be caused by an increased TR. A decrease in SINT

can occur in tidal systems that are e.g. contained by dikes or restricted by a strong-gradient topography. In such cases the size485

of previous SINT that becomes subtidal area (SLW) can be larger as a result of SLR than the size of previously supratidal area
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that becomes SINT due to SLR (Dronkers, 2005) (see Figure 12). However, a decrease in SINT can also be caused by a decrease

in TR.

Figure 12: Schematic of SLR in estuary cross-sections and the resulting changes in the intertidal area (SINT) for different topographic490
gradients between high water (HW) and low water (LW). The left side of the figure shows a low gradient; the right side shows a
higher gradient. The black lines correspond to MW for the reference condition (dark blue) and SLR (light blue). All parameters with
an apostrophe belong to the scenario with SLR. The dashed grey lines show HW and LW for both scenarios; the coloured dotted
lines show SHW and SLW.

4.4 Changes in tidal range and explanatory approaches495

The effects of the previously discussed changes in geometric parameters on tidal dynamics act simultaneously and can therefore

counteract, outweigh or enhance each other in the resulting impact on TR. However, we want to point out correlations between

the detected changes in geometry and in TR to find explanatory approaches for the latter.

SLR of 110 cm without topographic changes

The simulation results show an increased TR in the estuary in scenario slr110 relative to the reference condition. The analysis500

of the upstream convergence of the cross-sectional flow area (A) accordingly shows a significant increase in convergence in

scenario slr110 relative to the reference condition. We assume this is the main reason for the increased TR in slr110, as the

gradual convergence in width and depth causes an amplification of the tidal wave according to Green’s law (1837) (Sect.

2.3.3). Averaged over the different sections, a decrease in ϙ𝑆INT in the mouth section and an increase further upstream are

detected. These could contribute to or counteract the increase in TR respectively (Sect. 2.3.5). According to our analysis, SLR505

of 110 cm does not cause a general increase in mean hydraulic depth, but causes strongly varying changes along the estuary.

Averaged over the sections, mean hydraulic depth remains approximately unchanged relative to the reference condition for the

largest part of the estuary. In the Hamburg section and the upper section a greater mean hydraulic depth is detected. The

hydrodynamics in this upper part of the estuary are not fully dominated by the tide, but are also highly influenced by discharge.

We assume the strong increase in TR in these sections to be caused by an increase in tidal influence relative to discharge-510

influence.

SLR of 110 cm with tidal flat elevation in Scenario A
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In scenario slr110tf55a, TR is the same as in slr110. Accordingly, an analysis of convergence shows no significant changes

compared to slr110. In contrast, if the tidal flats in Scenario A are elevated by 100 % with SLR (slr110tf110a), TR decreases

relative to slr110 along the entire estuary. Our analysis accordingly shows a significant decrease in convergence for515

slr110tf110a compared to slr110, which might be the main reason for  the decrease in TR. On average, the mouth section is

characterized by an increase in both relative intertidal area and mean hydraulic depth, the impacts of which might counteract

each other.

SLR of 110 cm with tidal flat elevation in Scenario B

In scenario slr110tf55b, TR strongly increases relative to SLR alone (scenario slr110) in the entire estuary, while in scenario520

slr110tf110b a decrease can be seen in the mouth section, and an increase is observed further upstream. In both scenarios, a

significant change in convergence relative to slr110 cannot be detected with a significance level of α=0.1. The average of

ϙ𝑆INT in the lower section shows a decrease for scenario slr110tf110b compared to scenario slr110 which might partly explain

the increase in TR. However, a notable decrease in slr110tf55b cannot be seen. Therefore, we assume that in the scenarios

slr110tf55b and slr110tf110b the main reason for the increase in TR is the change in mean hydraulic depth, which increases as525

the tidal flats are elevated. In contrast to the scenarios where the tidal flats are only elevated in the mouth of the estuary, mean

hydraulic depth increases in a much larger part of the estuary and is therefore most likely to have a stronger effect on TR. As

mentioned in Sect. 2.3.4, changes in water depth influence frictional damping of a tidal wave due to energy dissipation and

they can also push a system closer to, or further away from resonance. Whether the increase in TR due to increased mean

hydraulic depth is mainly caused by a decrease in frictional damping or by a shift towards resonance is a question that needs530

further investigation.

4.5 Comparison to other studies

Seiffert and Hesser (2014) simulated the effects of 80 cm SLR without topographic changes in the Elbe estuary and found an

increase in TR, which is in accordance with our results. Jordan et al. (2021) did not focus on the estuaries when investigating

the effects of SLR and tidal flat elevation on tidal dynamics in the Wadden Sea. Nevertheless, their results show a slight535

increase in M2 amplitude in the Elbe estuary due to SLR of 80 cm without tidal flat elevation. They also show a much stronger

increase when the tidal flats are elevated in the entire estuary, which qualitatively corresponds to our results. Du et al. (2018)

analysed tidal response to SLR in different types of idealised estuaries and for different realistic estuaries in the USA. The

authors point out the relevance of length, convergence and lateral bathymetry of estuaries for the resulting changes due to SLR.

In contrast to our study, they tried to find explanatory approaches for the changes in realistic estuaries by matching their540

geometric characteristics to the different types of geometry of idealized estuaries (e.g. differences in length, convergence and

cross-sectional bathymetric gradient), but did not analyse the changes in geometry due to SLR. Without further evaluating,

they mention the possible change in convergence characteristics under SLR conditions and spatially variable tidal response due

to spatially variable lateral geometry (e.g. size of intertidal area).
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4.6 Limitations545

In our study, SLR-induced changes in tidal dynamics seaward of the German Bight model are neglected. Previous research by

Jordan et al. (2021) shows large-scale changes in M2 amplitude in the North Sea due to SLR. Relating the results of Jordan et

al. (2021) to our model boundary, we neglect changes of the M2 amplitude that are less than ±2 cm. We assume that this has

no bearing on the key results of our study, which aims to improve system understanding of the changes in the Elbe estuary

induced by SLR and tidal flat growth.550

To reduce computational effort, the generation of wind waves as well as sediment and heat transport is not included in our

model setup. Hence, potential changes in sediment dynamics, e.g. changes in the ETM (estuarine turbidity maximum) and their

potential effect on tidal dynamics are neglected. Furthermore, our investigation does not include potential future changes in

river discharge into the Elbe estuary, as the discharge in the model is kept constant (600 m³/s).

We selected the SLR scenario of 110 cm with corresponding hypothetical tidal flat elevation scenarios which we analysed in555

detail. For scenarios with 55 cm SLR we found qualitatively similar changes in maximum TR and therefore assume similar

alterations in estuarine geometry. However, to ensure that our results are in principle applicable to other scenarios than an SLR

of 110 cm, it would be necessary to simulate a range of several SLR scenarios with their corresponding tidal flat growth

scenarios and analyse the changes in tidal dynamics and estuarine geometry for each of them.

5 Conclusion and outlook560

The aim of this study is to gain a better system understanding of the Elbe estuary in the context of sea level rise (SLR) and

accompanying topographic changes. Using a three-dimensional hydrodynamic-numerical model of the German Bight we

investigate the effect of SLR and several simplified tidal flat elevation scenarios on the tidal dynamics in the Elbe estuary.

With SLR of 55 cm and 110 cm, the simulation results reveal an increase in the tidal range (TR) in the estuary. The results

further show, that potential tidal flat growth can either have no effect, or cause a decrease or increase in TR relative to the565

isolated effect of SLR, depending on the location and extent of tidal flat elevation. Further analysis of the simulation results is

conducted for the scenarios with 110 cm SLR. We analyse three geometric parameters of the estuary to find indications

explaining the causes of changes in TR: convergence of cross-sectional-flow area, mean hydraulic depth and relative intertidal

area.

The results reveal an increase in upstream convergence of the cross-sectional flow area in the estuary which is solely due to570

SLR of 110 cm. This effect is counteracted in the tidal flat growth scenario slr110tf110a where the tidal flats in the mouth of

the estuary grow to 100 % with SLR. Our analyses suggest that these changes in estuarine convergence might be the main

reason for the respective increase and decrease in TR in these scenarios. Additionally, we find that SLR alone does not cause a

general increase in mean hydraulic depth along the estuary, but causes almost no changes or even a decrease in large parts of
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the estuary. However, if the tidal flats are elevated in combination with SLR, mean hydraulic depth in the elevated regions575

increases. Therefore, an elevation of the tidal flats in the entire estuary (scenarios slr110tf55b and slr110tf110b ) causes an

increase in mean hydraulic depth in a large part of the estuary. This is probably the main reason for the increase in TR in these

scenarios relative to SLR alone. The results of this study show that the future development of TR in the Elbe estuary depends

not only on future SLR but also on the development of tidal flats. The results further show varying changes in estuarine

geometry for the different scenarios, which can explain the differing changes in TR and improve understanding of the system580

in the context of SLR.

We are able to use the detected changes in estuarine geometry to find qualitative explanatory approaches for the changes in

TR. Therefore, the analysis of simplified parameters of estuarine geometry, originally developed in studies with analytical

models, has proven useful for understanding and interpreting the results of advanced numerical models. However, to further

quantify and separate the influence of the changes in each analysed geometric parameter on TR, an analytical model of the585

estuary could be used with the abovementioned geometric parameters as input values. For further generalised understanding,

it would be helpful to conduct similar analyses in other estuaries. We are therefore planning to carry out similar investigations

for other estuaries in the German Bight in future studies.

This study focuses on the changes occurring in parameters of the vertical tide – especially TR – due to SLR and potential

accompanying tidal flat growth scenarios. Future studies could additionally analyse changes in current velocities, tidal590

asymmetry, sediment transport and salt intrusion, as they are of concern regarding sediment management and other human

activities in and around the estuary as well as for biodiversity. The findings of this study are helpful for the development of

adaptation measures in the Elbe estuary. The results underline the importance of taking topographic changes into account when

analysing the dependence of tidal dynamics in estuaries on future SLR, which is necessary, for example, as a basis for adapting

infrastructure along the waterway. This study demonstrates that SLR and potential corresponding tidal flat elevation scenarios595

can cause changes in tidal dynamics which are strongly dependent on the individual topography of an estuary and the

corresponding change in estuarine geometry.
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Appendix

Figure A1: HW (a), LW (c) and MW (e) relative to mNHN (German vertical datum) and changes in these parameters relative to600
reference condition in m (b, d and f) along the estuary profile analysed for a spring-neap cycle for the scenarios ref (black), slr110
(dark blue), slr110tf55a (orange), slr110tf110a (light blue), slr110tf55b (yellow), slr110tf110b (green).
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Figure A2: Simulated (black) and observed (blue) water levels at the stations in Cuxhaven (a) and St. Pauli (b).
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